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+441609780272 - https://whitehorsefishandchips.co.uk/

Here you can find the menu of White Horse Cafe in Hambleton. At the moment, there are 16 dishes and drinks
on the food list. You can inquire about seasonal or weekly deals via phone. What Al Escape2 likes about White

Horse Cafe:
Just had a lovely lunch special of crispy battered fish (delicious), chips, bread butter (stated butter, but wasnt),
mushy peas and a nice pot of tea extra hot water all served by a lovely lady Carol who was chatting and very

accommodating. Lovely clean restaurant and clean toilet. Will recommend, would of given 5 stars but peas were
sweet tasteless read more. In pleasant weather you can even be served in the outdoor area. What 3Jan F (2 1

year ago on Google doesn't like about White Horse Cafe:
Quite claustrophobic if full. Expensive compared to newer establishments in the area. Portions are a lot smaller

than they use to be. Just a young school age girl on her own that even though she was lovely ,she wasn't
experienced left tables dirty for a while read more. A selection of flavorful seafood courses is served by the White
Horse Cafe from Hambleton, Lovers of the English cuisine are impressed by the extensive diversity of traditional
dishes and enjoy the taste of England. Not to be left out is the large variety of coffee and tea specialties in this
locale, Furthermore, the drinks menu in this restaurant is impressive and offers a good and extensive assortment

of beers from the area and from worldwide, which are definitely worth a try.
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No� alcoholi� drink�
WATER

Starter� & Salad�
POTATOE CHIPS

Sauce�, Chutney� & �tra�
GRAVY

Ho� drink�
TEA

Coffe�
COFFEE

Condiment� an� Sauce�
CURRY

�s� dishe�
FISH AND CHIPS

FISH AND CHIPS

�es� t�e� of dishe� ar�
bein� serve�

FISH

STEAK

BREAD

Ingredient� Use�
POTATOES

HADDOCK

BUTTER

PEAS

BEANS
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Opening Hours:
Tuesday 11:00-13:30 16:00-19:30
Wednesday 11:00-19:30
Thursday 10:00-19:00
Friday 11:00-19:00
Saturday 11:00-19:00
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